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Demon Lord, Stry! The first light of the novel is the volume of the cover魔王様、リト! (Mae-sama, Ritorai!) GenreFantasy, isekai'1 Novel SeriesKurone KanzakiPublished by Sixsetsuka ni NaroOriginal Run2016 - a true Light novel Bykurone Kanzaki Illustrated by Koji Ogata (1st edition) makoto Iino (2nd edition) Published byFutabasha
publisherEnglishna J-Novel ClubImsterMon, M NovelsDemographicMaleOriginal runJuly 2017 - presentVolumes5 (Volume List) MangaSigned by Kurone Kanzaki Illustrein amaruspublatedFutabashaEnglish PublisherNA J-Novel ClubImprintMonster ComicsMagazineWeb ComicDemographicSeiNenOrigin runOctober 2017 -
presentVolumes5 (List of Volumes) Anime television seriesA directed Hiroshi KimuraPisai Oka TanisakiMusis Satoshi HenostidioEkahi Epilcalation AUS Madman EntertainmentNA FunimationOriginal NetworkToto MX, BS FujiOriginal run On July 4, 2019 - September 19, 2019Episodes12 (Episode List) Anime and manga portal Demon
Lord, Retry! (魔王様、リト!, Mae-sama, Ritorai!) is a Japanese series of fantasy light novels written by Kurone Kanzaki and illustrated by Koji Ogata (first edition) and Amaru Minotake (second edition). He began serialing online in 2016 on the user-generated website of the novels Siesetsuka ni Naro and on the Hameln website. It was later
acquired by Futabasha, who published the series from June 2017 under their Monster Bunko imprint. Amaru Minotake's manga adaptation has been published in the digital edition of Futabasha Web Comic Action since October 2017. J-Novel Club licensed the light new and manga for English releases in July 2019, and the first English-
language volume was published in November 2019. The anime adaptation of the television series Ekachi Epilka aired from July 4 to September 19, 2019. Episode 12 ended with him saying, It will continue! Plot as Akira Ono prepares to shut down the servers of his creation, MMORPG Infinity Game, he suddenly finds himself in the body of
his character, Demon Lord Hakuto Kunai, after an unexplained event. The new world in which he wakes up seems set in the game Infinity, but with some differences. He encounters and summons various comrades who join him in his travels, and his reputation as the Demon Lord spreads throughout the earth, making him a target. After
all, Ono/Kunai finds himself sidelined by the sociological problems of the Holy Light Kingdom and the Satanic cult that opposes it as he continues his mission to find out why and how he was called. The main characters Hakuto Kunai (九内 伯⽃, Kunai Hakuto) / Akira No (Japanese野 晶, No Akira) Josh Girelle (English) Akira Ono is the
creator of Infinity Game and has been its administrator for 15 years. He's got a humble appearance who firmly believes that God does not exist; beyond that, it seems quite ordinary. After thousands of hours of gameplay he became extremely experienced in his work, and as a functional busy adult has excellent acting skills that he uses to
maintain the appearance of his character, the self-proclaimed Demon Lord of the Great Empire Hakuto Kunai. He takes on the appearance of Kunai a tall man with sharp black eyes, long black hair, and the clothes of a mafia boss after his call-up to the world of the game. He smokes constantly, reinforcing the image of a gangster, and is
quite sociable, but becomes shy around women. He did not like to be accused of acts he had not committed and preferred to avoid violence where possible, but would not be deterred if he felt justified. Since Ono shares the body with the original personality of Kunai, he can also be quite cruel to his enemies, the side of that magic ring
derived from the idol he asked attempts to address. As the Demon Lord, he boasts a high level of strength, physical strength and numerous techniques, but no magical resistance, as he notes, magic was not proper mechanics in the original infinity game. He gets skill points for killing enemies that he can spend to create items out of the
hammer, summon one of his 8 NPCs to help him, or unlock more admin action. His current goal is to find as much information as possible about who, why and how he was called, and if he can return home. Like Akira, Kunai is also an atheist, although this is because he thinks of himself as a god. His novel/manga design features slit
pupils, and his chin shape and hair are not that long. Aku (アク, Aku) Voiced: Canon Takao (Japanese); Natalie Hoover (English) Aku is a 13-year-old girl with short blonde hair, androgynous appearance and heterchromia eyes, one red and one green. Her long fringe covers the left side of her face, above her green eye. She is the first
friend Kunai does once inside the game, unable to walk well due to an infected right leg. Aku was orphaned by the disease at a young age, and this status, along with her unusual eyes, leads other people in her village to intimidate and insult her by forcing her to perform the worst jobs of the village, such as waste disposal; she didn't
complain because she just wanted to be helpful. When the demon king Griol appeared and demanded human sacrifice from nearby villages, Aku was driven out to be killed, but fled until she was rescued by Kunai and became his partner. Originally saving it for exposure about the world around him, Kunai came to see Aku as a daughter
figure over time. At first she was hesitant to Kunai, because her poor upbringing was conditioned by her believing that she did not deserve such luxury, but after giving her a few baths, housing, buying food and clothing, and and her foot, she came to see the Demon of the Lord as the nicest person she had ever met, constantly stating that
his actions are like that of a dream, and one that she wants to stay with, no matter if he is evil or not. The name Aku means evil in Japanese, in which Kunai notes the irony. Her anime design gives her slightly longer hair than the novel/manga, but is otherwise similar. Moon Elegant (ナ エレガト, Runa Ereganto) Voiced by: Kaori Ishihara
(Japanese); Kristen McGuire is a 16-year-old girl with pink hair and eyes. The youngest of the Holy Virgins in the Kingdom of the Holy Light, she respects her sisters in their presence, but is determined to one day surpass them both. Her natural talent and high level of magical power made her focused and narcissistic with an inflated
opinion of her own abilities, although, faced with her first real fight, her lack of experience left her unable to make quick decisions and she was quickly and awkwardly defeated by Kunai. She also neglected her province, allowing the Church to manage it in a minimal state until Kunai decided to turn it into a resort to generate income from
nobles. After developing a relationship with Kunai, she decided to continue traveling with him, often jealous when he pays attention to other girls. She quickly became friends with Aku and treats her like a little sister. Originally wearing a monastic habit of fitting her name, Kunai later has her wearing a school uniform in order to avoid it being
issued. In the novel/manga, her design was simpler, adorned with cruciate pins on her hair and ruffles dress, and no veil; this structure was divided among other Holy Virgins. Support for the assassin queen (キ ク Kira Kuyin) is voiced by: Haruka Tomatsu (Japanese); Caitlin Glass is a 17-year-old middle sister of the Virgin Saints, although
her aggressive, vulgar personality is more suited to her name than the name. She's a wild beauty otherwise, with amber-eyed, messy braided golden hair that reaches her ankles, a voluptuous figure, and wearing a white and blue short dress with black leggings and gold boots. Instead of the Holy Virgin, the queen is a warrior who prefers
the front lines, riding a military chariot. It has high skill and feeling in melee, using a variety of melee weapons. Her rude behavior changed for the first time, seeing Kirisam zero appear and easily beating a large number of Satanists and clearing off the miasma of Aides that weakens her. Because of zero being the first person to ever treat
her like a proper lady, she has since dedicated her life to finding and being from zero, to the point of obsession. In the novel/manga, all three Holy Virgins wore the same outfits and looks; The queen received the most drastic revision Angel White (エジェ ホワト, Enjeru Howaito) Voiced by: Aki Toyosaki (Japanese); Megan Shipman is the
18-year-old older sister of the Virgin Saints. She is the only one of the three who can be considered normal because she is calm, religious, simple and always tries to analyze the situation. She has long bright pink hair and fuchsia eyes, wears a white veil and dress dress that exposes her cleavage, elbow-length gloves, silver boots, and is
described as beautiful beyond any comparison; even Kunai is stunned at how attractive she is. White's very suspicious and cautious reputation as Kunai, like the Demon Lord, wondering if the rumors that demon King Greol be killed were true. She then suffers from a short nervous breakdown when she finds her younger sisters going
through a radical change in their behavior, for no obvious reason. When they finally meet, White becomes concerned as to why Kunai intends to explore Seraphim, one of the angels who is said to have created the kingdom. She also does not believe how the Moon, the embodiment of selfishness, was tamed by Kunai so quickly,
attributing it to brainwashing. Their conversation ends on seemingly friendly terms, with White agreeing to wait and look at his accomplishments before judging him, but it still remains uneasy what a kunai ultimate goal can be. When Kunai later gives her an angelic halo, she confuses Kunai with Lucifer through a series of
misunderstandings and vows to guide him on the right path. During this time, she develops romantic feelings for him, but she does not seem to know about it. In the novel/manga, all three Holy Virgins wore the same outfits and looks. I'm Chirino (桐野 悠, Chirino I)) Voiced by: Rina Sato (Japanese); Caitlin Barr (English) First of NPC Akira
Ono to be called Kunai; A 22-year-old attractive woman with long black hair, black eyes and a lab coat who served as the boss of Night City in the original Infinity game. She is described as a brilliant mad scientist, but also a sadist with an attraction to young boys. Her innate power the Hand of God allows her to turn her fingers into
surgical tools and destroy any disease and cure any wound that can only be described as a hoax. Kunai chose Yu with the intention of forcing her to invent a solution to his lack of magical resistance, as well as to have someone to trust, but forbade her to kill to focus on gathering information. At first she offered to use the Nosedeless City,
but it was rejected because their world was a cyberpunk setting, and the act of bringing in an urban fortress in a fantasy world would be too much. After healing Aku's feet, Kunai compliments Yu made her experience happiness for the first time, which she describes as an omniscient creator acknowledging my for the first time. Since then,
she begins to put pressure on Kunai and experiences a wave of euphoria whenever Kunai declares that she is counting on her. Across different environments, her design and outfit underwent a few minor changes, but one constant was her lab coat. Isami Takhara (⽥原 勇, Takhara Isami) Voiced by Tomokazu Seki (Japanese); Eric Rolon
(English) Second NPC called Kunai; A 31-year-old SPECIAL Forces soldier with short brown hair and an innate specialty for firearms; he owns 47 firearms from flint locks to sniper rifles, which all appear to have their own freedom of action, can float in the air, and can under isami's command to shoot at specific targets or follow and defend
a target such as Aku. He must have endless bullets. He has a teasing, provocative attitude and is considered a lazy genius, with a quick ability to learn no matter what he did to do, and produce a result higher than that of his peers. It is noted that he gets along with Yu, but secretly afraid of her, and he does not like to think about the
horrors that she committed in the Game of Infinity. Perhaps is is is the absolute adoration he has for his younger sister Manami, who is much younger than him, his in-game bio stating that he became Kunai's assistant to earn money to lift her and herself out of homelessness. No. 霧⾬ 零, Kirisam Nol) Voiced: Showtaro Morikubo
(Japanese); Josh Grelle (English) Alternative character Akira Ono was originally meant to be a joke character, but played for at least 10 years, he first saw when Kunai is forced to swap avatars to save The Moon and the killer queen after his magic ring paralyzes him, at the cost of being unable to control zero. With his silver hair and eyes,
gold chains and a huge white coat covered with strange phrases and works of silver dragon art painted on his back, the presence of zero attracts all kinds of attention. He is very proud and arrogant, brags about what is the best. The zero demonstrates tremendous physical prowess and barefisted close combat techniques, including the
ability to create a dragon-shaped shock wave and multiply its damage output based on how many lives his enemy has killed. The gallant criminal is compared to a berserker during a fight, feeling great joy in a good fight. His sense of justice means that he cannot ignore weak people who are bullied by the strong, especially women and
children. Ironically, he was programmed to be angry over the actions of Hakuto Kunai and his Great Empire and declared an enemy, not knowing that they are now the same thing. After his first stunt, saving the killer queen and the moon from Satanists and their miasma, he became the object of immortal affection and word of his actions
spread. He became a concern for Satanists and others because he was a hybrid of the dragon's sex. Kunai will swap for zero to keep save from satanists again, this time fighting the demon of Prince Oruit. He revives Throne from the deadly damage inflicted by his opponent before finishing the converted Oruit, earning him a new admirer.
Later, Throne found Kunai and learned from his soul the make-up and manner of speech that he and zero - the same person. Much like Kunai, zero is pretty talkative, but becomes coy about contact with girls. On/Kunai can only watch and experience the bitter taste of his over-the-top creation to gain awareness, and is deeply
embarrassed that he has ever created such an ostentatious criminal character, but these traits are amusingly the reason the queen draws to zero, and he himself acts similarly to zero many times without realizing it. He is pictured with a motorcycle in the original infinity game. In the manga/novel, he sports a different hairstyle, a scar on his
cheek, and his coat design has changed somewhat as well, most noticeably the collar. Throne (トロ, Thoron) Voiced by: Suzuna Kinoshita (Japanese); Sarah Wiedenheft (English) Is a semi-demon girl with red eyes and blond hair in a long ponytail in the image of a blue-black gothic Lolita, appearing at about the same age as Aku. Much
like Aku, she was orphaned at a young age and haunted the world around her, demonkind for being unclean blood, and people for being a poosel. Her melancholic demeanor was reinforced by the Satanic leader Utopia capturing her and seeing her as nothing more than a tool as he also hates her for being unclean. She was tasked with
delivering the second release of the Aydes miasma to help satanists calling the Oruits. When kirisam appears and oruit easily defeats, he fatally wounds Throne through her intestines and drains her blood to become a scots-like entity. As Throne bleeds and calmly accepts the end of her miserable life, she is completely reborn when zero
feeds her a magical bar of energy and is told to just smile, regardless of the difficulties. Since then, she's been in a crush and admiring zero. The throne is free to fly, and can see the souls and emotions of people through colors. It is thanks to this ability that she manages to track down Kunai and discover that he and zero are the same
creature. Out of love for zero, Throne insists on joining Kunai, who, thinking it would be wrong to leave someone zero saved back onto the streets again, eventually softens. Kunai promises her that if she behaves well and serves him well, he won't mind having to pull out zero to see her. She is still the only character to know that zero and
Demon Lord are the same. Her manga design untied straight hair. Michaan (ミカ, Mikin) Voiced by: Hitomi Nabatame (Japanese); Beth Lipton is a 17-year-old B-rank adventurer with tan skin and short orange hair and eyes matching her name. She travels with Yukikaze, is serious and simple in nature compared to her friend. She is
described as be rebellious but kind, and prefers front-line combat, battling with a big two-hand sword. Despite the fact that two adventurers were rescued by him twice, Mikan still distrusts Kunai because of his sinister name and objects to the fact that Yukikaze opened to him, but when Kunai plans to go to the northern territories, it is Mikan
who tells him about the guilds and how the weapons and armor looted from the dungeons are classified. Kunai then recruits the two to help him cross the northern territories. She wears torn, broken armor that exposes many of her breasts, arms and bodies covered with a green cloak, and glasses on her head; It is changed from a modest
red outfit in the novel/manga, where it also has red eyes and hair. Yukikaze (ユキカゼ, Yukikaze) Voiced: Sora Tokui (Japanese); Appiah Yu is a 16-year-old B-rank adventurer with pale skin, silver hair with red ribbon, and silver eyes, repeatedly described as a girl boy. He travels with Mikan, and is a sexually pervert and jokes in nature
compared to his friend. He constantly spouts obscene innuendo, even in the midst of danger. As a magician, he fights using the ice and magic of the wind that fits his name. Due to the fact that Kunai twice rescued two adventurers, Yukikaze is in love with him, while Mikan remains distrustful. Yukikaze helps explain objects and life as an
adventurer, and informs Kunai that bypassing the north is tough because of the military campaign that is going on. He voluntarily travels with Kunai when he announces his plan to go to the northern territories, so Kunai recruits them to help him. Yukikaze wears an ornate black bandeau and skirt, loose black boots and stockings with
suspenders, a purple cloak with a pink bottom side, and an oversized witch hat decorated with red and orange scarves. The novel/manga gives it a much simpler look of a loose black and white shirt with large sleeves, pink shorts and a smaller hat, decorated with a large snowman's face button. Mink (ミク, Minku) Voiced by ChiyoSaki
(Japanese); Amanda Lee is a 20-year-old S-rank adventurer with red eyes, indigo neck hair that obscures her right eye, and is dressed in a blue dress with several straps and braces, topped with a flat, wide-brimmed hat. The bandage wrapped around the forehead covers the right eye, although there is no damage. The mink has a high
growth towoma, her face and large breasts naturally draw in the eyes of men. She suffers from Chunibio syndrome (cheating greatness), which leads to her beating outlandish phrases. She has a favorite pose, while she does so by raising her right hand above her closed eye in dramatic fashion. The mink is very energetic and always
ready for battle. Despite the fact that she is a priestess who uses the power of light to cleanse and she likes to sing strange, eerie words that are not expected of the priest. Priest. is considered the Star Player equivalent of a celebrity. Although the Organ is its companion, Mink does most of the fighting while the Authority remains at bay.
She is shown to be powerful enough to hold her against large groups of satanists and even Oruit, until Miasma Hades was dumped on her Tron. Her outfit is more like a monastic habit in a novel/manga. Organ (オガ, Orugan) Voiced: M.A.O.8 (Japanese); Amy Lo (English) is an S-rank adventurer of unknown age with blue eyes, deep
purple hair that reaches up to her bare feet, and wearing nothing but a brown bandeau and bikini, with bracelets on her wrists, neck and stomach, covered with a tattered black robe with a red interior that hides her look. Part of her skin from the legs to the left side of her body is discolored, and teal scales are found growing on her left
cheek and right leg; This may be the result of her semi-demon heritage. The organ is reclusive and apathetic, keeping in touch only with mink, it does not care about anyone else. Because she was weak and became strong to protect herself, she does not like to see strong salvation of the weak, and wonders why Mink is worried to do so.
Only Mink knows she's half-demon. The organ does not like zero, and after he witnessed the salvation of the Throne, another sex of the devil, her frustration intensified. Despite the fact that zero has a mixed race, like her, the semi dragon is prized, while the semi-demon is hated. In the organ's eyes, this logic is unreasonable, and it
frustrates her; That's why she goes to great lengths to hide, constantly changing where she is, so as not to be the target of subjugation. Iei (エ, Iei) is a 45-year-old owner of the Noma Noma Tavern pub. She is well built and has a loud, friendly, noisy character, and many young adventurers such as Yukikaze and Mikan see her as a
maternal figure. She cares about her patrons and knows many of them on a personal level, and is said to manage the tavern and its regulars with great efficiency. She and all the adventurers in Noma Noma treat Kunai with food and drinks to defeat the carnival when Yukikaze and Mikan take him there. Iei and the tavern she owns are
named after a Romanian song from the choir Dragostea Dean Tay. Mount Fuji (マウト フジ, Mounto Fuji) Voiced by Tyson Rinehart, second in the team and most devout follower of the killer queen; he visually refers to the Street Fighter in angif. He usually wears the queen's arsenal on his back, such as her sword or her holy Sigma
hammer. When he notices that the queen is behaving meekly towards zero, he spits, to which the queen angrily whispers that he will be executed if he ever acknowledges what he has just seen. Marshall Arts (マシャアツ, Maashar Aatsu) Voiced: Chris Rager, leader of the kingdom's armed forces. Marshall Arts, despite the fact that in
60s, an experienced veteran who puts more in the reports of his subordinate than the words of a nobleman. He has great respect for the previous leader of commando sambo, and holds a holiday in his honor when the blindness of sambo is cured by Yu. He makes no secret of his hostility to Dona. Don Don (ドナドナ, Don Don) Voiced:
Anthony Bowling is a high-ranking bureaucrat of great kingdom influence, although he has such an elevated class, his vulgar expressions (such as subtly masturbating in the presence of Angel White) leave a bad impression of himself. Even so, he is still considered important for his ability to lead, deal with, and bring many other nobles
along. He owns many mining operations and controls much of the kingdom's economy. He makes no secret of his hostility towards others, including Marshall Arts and his own butler killer Azura, and gets upset to learn that Abifry Butterfly has moved to the village of Raby. Don Don is named after a song about a calf that was led to the
massacre. Butterfly Ebifri (エビフ, バタフ Batafurai) Voiced by: Kimiko Saito (Japanese); Jamie Markey (English) Central figure among the nobility of the kingdom, Abifrey bears the greatest influence of all women's nobles. The moon calls her Madame. Her large, obese body is adorned with such decor and dress that makes it clear to the
eyes that she is rich. Such is the influence she radiates that it frightens other nobles, and her skill in politics and socialization allows her to control the wives of the nobility with iron hands. Ebiflu is jealous, because when she was little, she was always bullied for being fat. She is also proud and social, despite her past she has grown to be a
strong, menacing woman. It was through this upbringing that allowed her to be indifferent to Kunai's title of Demon Lord when they first met. Learning from the Moon that Ebifri is one of the greatest social powers in the kingdom, Kunai offers the prospect of reconstructing the moon province to gain her trust by taking advantage of her
concerns about her appearance. She becomes curious about the message Kunai is trying to send, and after witnessing the blindness of Commando sambo is treated and experiencing different types of baths in the hot springs of the resort, she decides to move out of the kingdom and have a permanent residence in Rabi Village, a move
that shocks all the high class. She has a bitter relationship with her sister Kahifri. Momo (モモ, Momo) and Kyung (キョ, Kyung) Momo, voiced by Yurika Kubo (Japanese); Kylie Stewart (English) Kyung, voiced by Kazusa Aranami (Japanese); Kimberly Grace (English) Two rabbit villagers in the village of Rabi in the forgotten province of
the moon. Momo has tan skin, short black hair and brown eyes, with -U.S. as a verbal tick (part of the moustache means rabbit), while Kyung has light blue and maroon eyes, and has -pyon as a verbal verbal (Japanese onomatopoeia for jumping); they do this because rabbits are conditioned to speak in a way that people who look at them
with their feet. Two friends, along with other villagers, are overwhelmingly grateful to Kunai for improving their city, and promise to keep the source of his contribution a secret. Momo and Kyung later work at Kunai to help welcome visitors and manage the resort's hot springs. Oruit (オと, Oruitto) Voiced by: Chris Gardner, Demon Prince of
Darkness with silver hair, pale skin, blue slits of pupils with black sclera, and wearing a black and blue suit and cloak over his black wings. He is condescending, collects works of art, and is very spiteful towards angels and dragons. It was summoned by a large group of Satanist survivors as a last resort after the defeat of the Demon
Carnival and did the short work of The Killer queen, Mount Fuji, and mink. When zero came in however, he was quickly outclassed despite his rank. Becoming stressed at the thought of losing so easily, he spots Throne and fatally wounds her through her intestines, draining her blood, which he calls smelly and disgusting because of being
squeezy. It turns into an exaggerated bat-hell essence, but still defeated zero. It later emerged that what had killed zero was just a vessel in the form of Oruit, although he still felt pain and humiliation in battle. In his mansion, Orut has a servant who suffers from the same petrifiedness as the idol Kunai met, and molested another demon
resembling a boy named Cale. Utopia (ユトピア, Yuutopia) Voiced: Takehito Koyasu (Japanese); Ben Phillips (English) Leader of Satanic cults, dressed in a cassock with a hood, close his eyes. His goal is to destroy the Kingdom of the Holy Light and its Holy Virgins, the reason he claims to overthrow a government led by a luxurious and
wealthy kingdom and create a new country that respects everyone and gives basic needs, even though it is all a lie, taking advantage of the wrongs of the poor. Has a strong hatred of dragons because they have claimed to be neutral in the past when the demon regime fought against the Kingdom of the Beasts, but always intervened
against demons. He is upset that zero was the sex of the dragon, who appeared suddenly, but is more concerned that Hakuto Kunai was the Lord of demons, whom his cultists were not going to call, and could resist him. Otamega (ヲタメガ, Otamega) Hero of the Northern Territories, called Holy Brave. He is a somewhat overweight
young man wearing modern day clothes, unkempt brown hair, and his glasses radiate a dazzling sheen that closes his eyes. On his back is a large white square backpack with two handles coming out of it, one sword of light and the other a morning star. He's the image of someone straight out of an anime convention. It's not clear how he
came in. world of the game, but he has an altruistic character, wanting to have the power to change the lives of poor people for the better, but it made him hated by the region's elites. However, Otamega is not the kind of person who will change his ideals to protect himself, his peers from home have already given low opinions about him
anyway. He seems to travel to the nordic countries every year, handing out food to the poor. Despite his unfit body, he can move fast like the wind and carries the strength of the army. Otamego is followed by an impassioned, devoted group of heroes called the White Three Stars; This along with his backpack design and White Comet
epithet he gives himself all the tribute to the Mobile Gundam suit. Otamoega can also be read as an cut-off Otaku-megan or a prodigy glasses. While somewhat the main character is in the novels, he makes a cameo appearance in the anime as part of the teaser final episode, with Kunai confused and repelled by the sight of him. Akane
Fujisaki (藤崎 茜, Fujisaki Akane) Another NPC created by Akira Ono; The 16-year-old sports schoolgirl with black eyes and short dark hair, dressed in tsipao, which changes to sailor fuku when she enters the game. Her personality is stated as stubborn and cheerful, as well as feverish otaku. She owns a pair of tonfa and is considered the
fastest of Kunai's assistants. Unlike Yuu and Isami, it is not known how Akane got into the production of the series, as Akira willingly did not call her. She meets Norka and Organ at some point on her wandering journey, and also befriends Otamega through their shared passion for popular culture. So far, she has only a proper appearance
in novels. Media Light's Futabasha novels began publishing in June 2017 under their Monster Bunko imprint, illustrated by Kyoji Ogata. Three volumes were published between June 2017 and June 2018. The second, revised edition of light novels illustrated by Makoto Iino, began publishing under The Label Futabasha's M Novels from
October 2018. The series is also available in English with J-Novel Club, acquiring the rights to English releases in July 2019, and the first English-language volume was published in November 2019. 1-е издание No.Release Дата ISBN 1 Июнь 30, 2017-11-978-4-575-75141-3 2 Октября 30, 2017-12-978-4-575-75166-6 3 июня 30, 2018-
13-978-4-575-75194-9 2-е издание No.Японский дата релизаЯпонский ISBNEnglish дата релизаАнглийский ISBN 1 22 октября 2018 г. 2019 г. (цифровой) 15-978-1-7183-6298-7 2 февраля 15, 2019 г.16-978-4-575-24147-1Януар 11, 2020 г. (цифровой) 17-978-1-7183-6300-7 3 мая 2019 г.18-978-4-575-24178-5Апрель 11 ,
2020 г. (цифровой) 19-978-1-7183-6302-1 4 августа 30, 2019 г.20-978-4-575-24202-729 августа 2020 г. (цифровой) 21-978-1-7183-6304-5 5 февраля 29 , 2020-22-978-4-575-24147-1-6 August 2020.23-978-4-575-24314-7 - Manga A Adaptation with art by Amaru Minotake has been serialized through the digital edition of Futabasha



Web Comic Action since October 2017. It was assembled in five volumes of the tank. J-Novel Club licensed the manga. No.Japanese release dateJaponic ISBNEnglish release dateEnglish ISBN 1 March 30, 2018-24-978-4-575-41023-5March 4, 2020 (digital) 25-978-1-7183-4870-7 August 2, 2018,26-978-4-575-41032-7 June 10, 2020
(digital) 27-978-1-718-34871-4 January 3, 2019 28-978-4-575-41046-4Septic 9, 2020 (digital) 29-978-1-718-34872-1 4 June 28, 2019 41063-1--- 5 December 28, 2019-31-978-4-575-41095-2-- Anime Home article: List of The Demon Lord, Retry! Episodes of the anime adaptation of the television series Ekachi Epilka aired from July 4 to
September 19, 2019 on Tokyo MX and BS Fuji. The show's director, Hiroshi Kimura, was the director of the series, with Oka Tanisaki, and Chiyo Nakayama designed the characters. Kaori Ishihara performed Tempest while Haruka Tyojo performed New. Funimation licensed the series. Notes and Tokyo MX listed the show at 24:00 on July
3, that is, midnight on July 4, 2019. Links : Summer 2019 Anime Preview Guide - Demon Lord, Retry!. Anime news network. July 3, 2019. Received on July 4, 2019. b c J-Novel Club announces licenses for 7 new light novels, 3 new manga (updated). Anime news network. July 6, 2019. Received on January 12, 2020. Demon Lord, Stry!
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